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One Last Time 
 
 
 
 Janice Smith walked ahead of her tour-group, making sure they did 

not see the bored look on her face. It was edging towards the end of 

the day and this was her fifth and final group that she had to show 

through the Communications Centre. They all seemed incredibly 

fascinated by it all, amazed that the entire moon was operating through 

this one facility. Janice reached the spot where she was to begin the 

speaking part of her tour. She turned around to face the group and they 

came to an obedient halt. Janice found it hard to break out into 

giggles. The looks on their faces were ones of awe, as if the next words 

that were to spill forth from Janice's mouth were to be monumental. 

They had no idea how practised this all was. Janice did her level best 

to maintain the illusion. 

 "I have already welcomed you, when we were at the entrance. You 

saw all of the people in suits and formal attire, seated at their desks, 

compiling hundreds of pages of information. There's is a specialized 

and important trade, here on the moon. But what you did not see was 

everything that goes on behind the scenes." 

 Janice waved her arm in an arc, so as to draw their attention to 

the room beyond them. "What we are entering was once regarded as secret 

by the United Government that established it. The computers and 

technology brought here existed only as tools in Secret Wars conducted 

by individual governments. When they joined together to support the 

Earth, twenty five years ago, they were still secrets. What we have 

now is a unified government and a safer world, from which we can claim 

our birthright." 

 An older gentleman in the back spoke up. He didn't raise a hand 

for Janice to see. "Birthright, ma'am? What do you mean by that?" 

 "The universe, sir. We have always watched the stars, since our 

earliest days of sentience. The Mayans, the Egyptians, ancient Rome 
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and Greece. All of these civilizations dreamed about one day touching 

another star. Now that we know what the stars indeed are, we are not 

so anxious to touch them but, " that comment elicited a laugh from the 

crowd, "we knew they were within our reach. Our governments gathered 

together to unite the globe, to make it a safer place to live. As we 

learned from our mistakes on Earth, we will not forget them when we 

reach other planets." 

 "Who's to say that we won't make mistakes on the Moon?" This man 

was starting to get on Janice's nerves. She wanted the last tour of 

the day to go smoothly. She heaved a mental sigh. She wanted this last 

day to go smoothly, which stands to reason why it wasn't. 

 "We might very well make mistakes, sir, but they will not be the 

same ones we made on Earth. One of the main problems was that we grew 

up divided, and had to find the right connections to bring us back 

together." Janice prepared her trump card, to stop the man's questions 

and to get this tour on with."That brings us back to the Communications 

Centre. It acts as our link to the Earth and to one another on the Moon. 

It is intricate, but not unstable. There are back-up systems to our 

back up systems." Janice could almost hear the gears of the old man's 

brain go into motion as she said the words. She hastily added, " which 

are as extensive and complex as they are safe. To explain them to you 

might excite the likes of me, be undoubtedly bore you people to tears." 

Another chuckle. Janice mental picture of the old mans arguments was 

that of a engine of discord that ran out of gas.  

 Janice began walking along the yellow line that was to guide the 

tourists. She could sense that everyone was keeping in step with her, 

but she could guess that the old man wag lagging behind. More than 

likely he was looking for something out of order that he could pick 

at and make Janice's day miserable. Being a tour-guide was not in her 

job description when she took on the task of Administrator, but after 

doing it for so long she developed a sixth sense for it. 
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 "When the project began, it was nothing more than design. The 

communications were to be transferred by microwaves to various points 

on earth. In the beginning, the receivers were to be at the Centre for 

the United Government in New York, NASA in the United States, and 

various other institutions that were involved with the scientific end 

of the project. Satellites captured the information and sent it to the 

institutions as it was needed. It was fifteen years before a stable 

base of operations could be made on the moon. Soon after, the men and 

women on the project made it their home." 

 Janice stopped before a grand structure. It was a dish a hundred 

metres across with an antenna poking out. There was a small hut at the 

base of the satellite dish, where technicians were walking in and out 

of. The device was enclosed within glass, separated from the glass 

hallway the tourists now walked down.  

 "If you will notice, there are the footprints. No one has stepped 

outside the enclosures for years. Those footprints you see are decades 

old. The moon has no atmosphere, and therefore no winds or other 

impediments that might remove any marks that we might make. This 

enclosed hallway we now walk down is only three years old, and so is 

the enclosed dish. The microwaves are not affected by the glass, as 

they can pass through it with no ill effects. This installation was 

rather spartan under the direction of the United Government. They did 

not want to spend vast amounts of money only to see the project fall 

through. Scientists and other personnel lived their working days in 

environmental suits, walking on the moons surface to get from place 

to place. 

 "This dish you see here was once the focal point of 

communications. It was all that was necessary. The microwave 

transmissions were not intended to be secret, and only those with 

receivers could decipher the messages, so only one dish was needed." 

 "Is this dish still in use?" It was another member of the group. 
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A young man, probably an up and coming executive with his wife in tow. 

They looked to be new on the moon, for his stance had not accustomed 

itself to the lower gravity. 

 "Yes. As I said the equipment used here was state of the art. Even 

with the improvements over the years it is easily updated. It does not 

corrode in space so none of the parts are faulty. It will more than 

likely be in use when your grandchildren visit the facility." 

 "Does it receive and transmit?" It was the old man again. 

 "Yes, it does. In earlier years it did not have to worry about 

receiving for there were few transmitters on Earth. Now that it has 

expanded, of which I will speak of as we go on," (Janice was quick to 

say that, less the old man pepper her with more questions), "it is 

dedicated to receiving the Scholastic broadcasts from Earth." 

 "Scholastic broadcasts?" Asked another tourist."You mean to say 

you hold classes up here." 

 "Oh, yes. The men and women who eventually flocked to the moon 

after its development brought their families. Not to deprive their 

children of education, and the unwillingness of tutors to come to the 

moon just for teaching, universities and other schools have broadcasts 

for students. They are taught and tested just like any student on Earth. 

 "You see, after it was proved that it was possible to live on the 

moon, there was a boom of real estate. There were people, fifty years 

ago or more, who bought plots of land on the moon through legitimate 

dealers. Parts were devoted to each country or nation on the Earth, 

but there was much land left over. This land was purchased and 

arrangements were made with science teams, through realtors, to build 

homes. The realtors became rich overnight. It soon grew to be that only 

the elite could afford homes on the moon. With the elite came 

corporations. With the corporations, came advancement. 

 "The corporations needed to be in contact with their executives, 

and the system had to be reliable. They invested hundreds of millions 
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of dollars into this facility for that very reason. It came to pass 

that life could be lived comfortably. 

 "Food that wasn't shipped in monthly on shuttles was grown 

hydroponically. The facility was enough to support the colonists. When 

the need for greater production came, the businesses rallied to put 

money into making them sufficient to independently support the moon." 

 Janice led them further along the transparent corridor to the 

Communications Array. There were sighs of amazement as they tried to 

comprehend the size of it all. The Earth was rotating slowly to their 

right, illuminating the area, so there was no need for artificial 

lighting. 

 "As communities grew, there came the need for services. Small 

shopping centres cropped up in the neighbourhoods, bringing people to 

rely on them. As these small businesses prospered, the shopkeepers grew 

to have homes on the moon as well. The moon has now started to become 

a full fledged nation, an extension of the United Government." 

 "If it is so independent, why is such a vast network of 

communications needed?" The old man asked. 

 "The Earth is still a base for many corporations. The need to 

conduct business freely was essential to the moons development. As more 

money was pumped into the system, the Comm Centre advanced with the 

need. Thus we have what we see here, hundreds of microwave satellite 

dishes set up to communicate with executives on the moons surface. The 

inhabitants here have no desire to leave so they want to make their 

lives as uncomplicated as possible. Not to mention the fact that when 

the time comes to establish the Mars colony, we will be prepared to 

create a stable network between it, the Moon, and the Earth." Janice 

turned and started walking further down the corridor. The group 

followed her to the building she was entering, thankful to be relieved 

of the agoraphobia brought about by such a vast area. No one noticed 

the old man standing at the glass, trying his best to look outside. 
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As if he saw something that no one else did.  

 The Array spread out before him. He knew that it could contact 

the Earths surface for only as long as its rotation permitted, leaving 

a Blackout every twenty eight days or so. The irony of this perfect 

installation, and few people knew it, was that the Array was 

imperfectly placed. The moon perpetually presents the same face to the 

Earth at all times. The position chosen by the first surveyors was one 

not part of that cycle, taking the area out of Earth focus for a day. 

Communications on the Moon were unaffected, but those to Earth were 

subjected to Blackout. He looked at the datetimer on his wrist to see 

that it was two days away from that Blackout. Looking back out he tried 

to focus his sight beyond the Array but cursed his old eyes for their 

lack of focus. He knew what was there. He knew what was being hidden 

behind this veneer of tranquility, and he hated it. The tour guide made 

the moon out to be a promised land of opportunity for a failing planet. 

That was why he pestered her so. He took out his anger of the world 

on this young lady for it. It was not her fault and no doubt she had 

no idea what that construction , which to untrained eyes would look 

like an amusement park in the making. The roller coaster monstrosity 

was not childs play, else it would not be so heavily guarded. He knew 

what was there, he knew all about it, yet he had never seen it before. 

From this vantage point he tried his best to catch a glimpse. 

 "Excuse me, sir, but the tour has extended itself into the 

Communications Complex. You wouldn't want to miss it." 

 The old man looked up at the tour-guide. The young woman did not 

deserve his wrath. She had no idea what was torturing him. "Yes, my 

dear. I wouldn't miss it for the world." 

 The man bent himself on his cane, carrying him forth into the 

building where the rest of the tourists were. Janice watched the old 

man walk away and silently reprimanded herself for thinking so ill of 

such a nice, old, man. Taking a deep breath, Janice readied her best 
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smile for what would be the last fifteen minutes of her day. 

 

 Percival's Point was a restaurant located just beyond the Lunar 

Spaceport. Shuttles did not launch and land as frequently as they might 

at an airport on Earth, but it was busy. The patrons of the restaurant 

were treated to views of takeoff in the lounge as they waited for a 

seat. 

 It was decorated in polished vinyl wood, vinwood for short, giving 

it the air of an old style restaurant. The gravity was near normal here, 

making it a favourite of those that were still unaccustomed to the lower 

gravity on the rest of the moon. There were promises of a unified 

gravity field under all of the domes, but those plans were far away. 

For now, business that could afford the luxury of a gravity generator, 

profited by it. 

 The Point was filling up slowly but surely. The dinner crowd was 

slowly piling in. The unfortunate people that did not make a 

reservation ahead of time were forced to sit in the lounge until a party 

left. The four men that strode in walked past these people and straight 

to the maitre d'. 

 The group was four old men, one in particular who was more virile 

than the rest. He spoke a few quite words to the effeminate host and 

the group was ushered to a seat. There were mild mutterrings of protest, 

but nothing said outright. The maitre d' regained his composure and 

attended to his list, trying to look like he was doing something. 

 The group of four were led to a booth in the corner. It was far 

away from the kitchen and other distractions. It would be obvious to 

anyone attentive that they wanted their privacy. Only one man requested 

a menu, the others were satisfied with drinks. 

 "Alright, Eric, you've brought us here under some veil of silence, 

and for as much fun as it as been, I have had quite enough," one spoke 

up. He was addressing the stronger of the four. He wore what would be 
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called oldstyle clothing. He had jeans and boots on, and a little 

overweight. He had shed his jacket, which was made of real leather, 

an oddity in such a synthetic world. 

 "I don't mind at all. Things have been growing boring for me now. 

I never believed that retirement would sit so badly with me. Lighten 

up, Tom, the man will tell us in time. For now, I'm going to enjoy 

myself." He then opened up the menu and pondered what he might have. 

 "How can you be so relaxed about this, Ginnie? I get a call from 

Eric here, who hasn't bothered to say boo to me in the past twenty five 

years or so, and tells me that he needs to talk to me. I meet him where 

he tells me and I bump into you guys. I think something fishy is going 

on." 

 The drinks had arrived by this time. Ginnie ordered himself a 

steak, medium rare, with a baked potato.  

 "What do you say to a toast, guys?" Ginnie spoke up. "To old 

times." 

 "Oh, how damned cliche'" Eric shook his head at Thomas' 

exclamation.  

 "Thomas, haven't you lightened up over the years?" 

 "Yes, as a matter of fact I have. Its just when something throws 

me completely out of wack does my temper flare up. Are you going to 

tell us what's going on or not?" 

 "I will." He looked at his datetimer."When Kelly shows up, you'll 

get the full story. For now, we toast to a bond that binds, no matter 

how many years it has been slack." 

 "Hear, hear!" Ginnie raised his glass. 

 "Well, if it took anyone to prove it, it had to be you, Eric," 

Thomas raised his glass. 

 The fourth member of the party was silent. He looked to Eric for 

some kind of support."C'mon, Jord. Aren't you happy to see your 

friends? Toast with us." Eric spoke encouragingly, but the look he gave 
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him had the bearing of a warning. Jord smiled sheepishly. 

 "I'm sorry, guys. I guess I was a little struck by it all too, 

having Eric call me out of the blue and all that. Here's to us." Jord 

held up his glass and the group of four clinked them together. 

 Jord lapsed back into silence, following the conversation, but 

occasionally looking to Eric, as if he was expecting something. 


